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Who Should Decide Policy?

puget sound

by DICK WALSH
Who decides, and who should decide future university policy
for the UPS athletic program? This was the question brought
before the Academic Senate of the University last Monday.

TRAIL

Originally Dean Richard D. Smith had been requested to give
a presentation on the athletic department, its operation, policy, and
methods of policy making. Due to a special meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees, Dean Smith was unable to
attend and Coach Bob Ryan, athletic director, was pressed into service to attempt to clarify the entire athletic program.
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In justifying the athletic program to the faculty, students, and
administrators at the meeting, Ryan stated that the chief importance
of the program is education. In a document produced by the athletic
department he stated that "We (coaches) believe that participation
in athletics should be included in the educational experiences offered
to all students in the schools and colleges of the United States."
The second reason for having the athletic program was that it
helps draw students if we have a good athletic program because this
is often the only part of the university which outsiders get a
chance to see. If we have a good athletic program it was contended
and a good athletic team, our improved image may attract more
students and thus more money.

Conference Membership Dropped
A question was asked as to why the University dropped its
membership in the Evergreen Conference. Ryan said that by becoming independent we could expand the scope of area in which we
choose schools to compete against.
Secondly, unlike the Evergreen Conference where no money is
paid a team for coming to a school to play, as independents, we are
paid by every school which we play to come to that school. For
example, when our basketball team went to Hawaii we were paid
$8,000. Besides this money, our gate receipts are much greater
when we play some of the big name schools than when we play
schools such as Eastern Washington.

the student body at the election banquet last

Newly elected ASUPS President John O'Melveny
takes the oath of office from Dr. R. Franklin

Friday.

Thompson.

Dean Henry, outgoing UPS President, addresses

Dr. John Findlay
[Where The 'Action' Isl
To Lecture Soon
New
Important Positions

Now Open to Students

Financial Aid Figures Compared
Several faculty members then questioned the methods used in
giving financial aid to athletes vs. regular students. It was noted
that the average amount of aid was $1242.71 for an athlete, and the
overall average for male students on financial aid was $540.
Ryan reasoned that this difference was due to the fact that
athletes do not have the time to hold down outside jobs, so their
need is greater than students who do not participate in athletics and
are able to work. Several faculty members countered with the opinion
that non-athletes should be doing studying and research rather than
working.

Policy Matters Deliberated
Along the same line, Coach Ryan was asked if the athletic department had "X" number of dollars in grants to offer seudents
who showed need and were prospective athletes. He stated that in
theory, there was nothing like this taking place; however, in actuality
it does happen. Faculty members then asked why they should not
be given this same opportunity to recruit students who were in
financial need and may be excellent scholars in a particular field
of study. This like many other questions was a question of policy
which Ryan was unable to answer and which Dean Smith will have
to answer at a future meeting.

Mistrust Due to Lack of Information
One conclusion which was drawn from the meeting was that
the mistrust which has been formed in the faculty has formed because of the lack of information which has been available, and even
that which has been available is often contradictory.
An example of this contradictory material was given by Professor Spencer Stokes of the history department. He showed that
in the Self-Study done by Dean Smith's office for the evaluation
team coming to the University, the faculty controls the athletic program; whereas in Coach Ryan's report to the faculty he states that:
Faculty committees, faculty representatives, and others
should assist in the athletic program rather than assume
full control and administration.
Although many questions remained unanswered, this open forum
was the first step in an evaluation of many important phases of the
University which should be investigated to clear up rumors and
half-truths.

Attention: All Students
Below is printed a list of all
the new positions available for
students on faculty committees.
In the interest of seeing more students involved in these committees, the Trail is printing the list,
and sign-up sheets are being
placed on the main bulletin board
in the SUB. Sign up NOW.
Positions Open
Committee
(1)
Faculty Senate
Long-Range Planning
(2)
Committee
Faculty Senate Sub(2 each,
Committees
minimum)
Academic Standards
Curriculum
Student-Faculty
Athletic
Honors
Library
Languages
Advising
University Lectures
Conduct Review
Committee
(2)
University Council
Committee
(4)

Selecting a New Dean
The Faculty-Student Committee charged with recommending
the new Dean of the Faculty
Pro tem is in the process of
screening candidates. If you wish
to nominate someone for the position would you please communicate with Professor Ernest Combs
before Friday, March 28, 1969.

Students have been asked to
help the Professional Standards
Committee of the faculty in selection of a professor for the Distinguished Teaching Award.
Just as the Regester Lectureship honors an outstanding faculty member for scholarship in
his field, the Distinguished Teaching Award honors an outstanding member of the faculty for
his work in the classroom and at
other times with his students.
Dean Robert Bock has suggested four criteria for selection
of the award winner. They are:
He can convey his subject
matter clearly to his students.
He should involve students
in the subject matter.
He should attempt to promote improvement of scholarship on the part of students.
He should relate his instruction to other fields.
Nomination forms have been
sent out to each living group, and
off-campus students may pick
them up in the TRAIL office
(SC 214), the ASUPS office (SC
204), the Student Center Snack
Bar, and Cellar 1-0. These forms
should be completed and returned to Dr. Norman Anderson in
the geology department by April
8.

See Page 10
for statement
by O'Melveny

The UPS Department of Philosophy will host a series of
guest lectures by the distinguished
philosopher, John N. Findlay. Dr.
Findlay is a professor of Philosophy at Yale University, and
is the author of Hegel: A ReExamination. Dr. Findlay will
present three lectures on Absolute Theory. His format is as
follows:
March 25—The Notion of The
Absolute.
March 25—The Absolute and
Philosophical Problems.
March 26—The Absolute and
Rational Eschatology.
There wil lbe an opportunity
for informal conversation with
Professor Findlay at an informal
cocktail hour and buffet dinner
Tuesday evening, 5:30, at the
Top of the Ocean restaurant.
This lectureship is open to UPE
students and faculty and to the
general public.

Adelphians Stage
Home Concert
On April 9 at 8:15 the UPS
Adelphians will give their home
concert for this spring. The concert will be held at First Methodist Church in Tacoma. Tickets
are required, and each student
may obtain one ticket upon presentation of his student body
card in the School of Music office.
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'Begin Where We Left Off' Says Outgoing Pres.
by AL KIEST
Kiest: What if anything did student government
accomplish this year?
Henry: The things that we accomplished that are
concrete are very minor accomplishments. They weren't
very stubstantial in terms of changing the overall structure. But that's not where the real importance of this
year's student government lies. I feel we have accomplished the things we set out to do. Last year the things
I mentioned (during the campaign) that needed to be
accomplished have been accomplished. These include:
the restructuring of the Logger Ledger, the restructuring
of Artists and Lectures, and granting to each group discretion to spend its funds (with the exception of the 7.
accounts). More important were the accomplishments of
this year's student body in the establishment of rapport
with the administration. This has had a very strong influence on the prospects for increased student involvement.

asked for the student-Trustee dialogue committee to be
formed that he was willing to structure it.
Kiest: What is your reaction to the recent faculty
sentiment expressed in favor of Dr. Thompson's resignation?
Henry: I think that both Dr. Thompson and Dean
Smith have a purpose at UPS—raising money and working
with various levels of the government. But in terms of
administrative powers I think that Dr. Thompson has been

so unwilling and so reluctant to concede any of his estab-

Or there's going to have to be an altering
of university structure.

'Hopefully the new student body officers
will not begin where we began, but will
begin where we left off.'

Kiest: In your outgoing address you criticized stu
dents for not becoming more involved in student govern
ment. Could you expand that remark?
Henry: We have always had students who were
capable of making a contribution to student government.
In the past many of them chose not to get involved in it.
Whereas I could always respect their wishes in the past,
I can no longer do so. Because when you look back at
student government it never directly affected most of the
students. But now student government can affect not
only the students but can now affect the university—
which it was unable to do before. There are students
around here who certainly have the knowledge of what
is going on. I can't help but feel that it's their duty to
come forth and become involved—if they care.

. • • we have repeatedly requested the
things we are demanding now.'

cooperation that we anticipated from the administrators.
I think that we went more than half way in meeting
them. And I don't feel that they tried to concede anything that would establish common grounds. We still
don't have the common grounds. I fell that that's the
reason—that they didn't meet us halfway.

'I think that more than ever (Dr. Thompson wants to communicate with student
leaders.'

Photo by Dick Walsh

Dean Henry evaluates his year in office
in an exclusive interview with Alan Kiest.
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minate into some obvious display of unrest.'

We're going to have to establish the type
of relationship where he's willing to give
and we're willing to give.
Students will become content with not
accomplishing the goals we've set.

Henry: As student body officers we did everything
that we could do to establish this and I think we made
certain gains. But I still feel that we didn't have the

O

. . as problems are built up and not
taken care of, eventually it's going to cul-

situation:

. . we didn't have the cooperation that

Kiest: Although there is no difficulty getting an
appointment with Dr. Thompson, how effective is his
communication with student leaders?
Henry: I think that more than ever before he wants
to communicate with student leaders. Perhaps it's because we're students and they're administrators. But
I don't buy that. He doesn't really know what students
want—what they're trying to achieve. He's not willing
to commit himself to supporting students in their attempts
to become more involved.
Kiest: Some have felt that Dr. Thompson attempts
to limit the channels of communication between students
and faculty and the Trustees. Did you find this to be so?
Henry: No. It's been my experience that when I

Henry: No, not over a long period of time. I feel
that Trustees meeting three times a year could operate
a university for a number of years. But as problems are
built up and not taken care of, eventually it's going to
cutminate into some type of obvious display of unrest.
I feel that that's what we're in now. It's a direct result
of our trustee type of government at UPS.

lished powers and responsibilities accmulated over 27
years to other factions of the university—students and
faculty that it's becoming increasingly hard to work
with him to try to accomplish the things that we want
to do. There seem to be only three ways to remedy the

we anticipated from the administration'
Kiest: At last fall's leadership conference you advocated a policy of "working in cooperation with Doctor
Thompson and other administrators." You also stated
that, "We want to establish the much needed common
ground." And yet student leaders, including yourself,
were continually rebuffed in their efforts to obtain information and secure change in the university. Why
didn't this approach work?

Kiest: Do you think that the university can be effectively governed by a Board of Trustees that meets three
days a year?

Kiest: We mentioned earlier the "common grounds'
approach to the administration and trustees that you led
this year. And yet recently you and others drafted a
proposal which would have demanded action by the
trustees on a number of issues that have been advocated
by students over a long period of time, including final
authority for the Conduct Review Committee in disciplinary matters and an annual disclosure to students of a
detailed university budget. What was behind the change
in approach?
Henry: It took us until just recently to abandon
ship (the common grounds approach). I think that
before things can be demanded they should be requested.
And we have repeatedly requested the things we are
demanding now.
Hopefully the new student body officers will not
begin where we began, but will begin where we left
off. First, the new student officers should no longer
feel obligated to request things. They should now begin
with the demands and avoid the stalling tactics that we
put up with. I would hope honestly that that's where
they would begin. I have every confidence in the new
officers that they will.
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Relevance in Education Is the Key
This is the second in a series of three articles
reprinted by permission of the author.
Relevance, as our students have taught us, is the key
word. From high school on, our education has been
designed as a series of sequential steps preparing students
to do original research, as though the democratic dream
of an educated citizenry might eventuate in a society
of Ph.Ds. Now the drive is to break into the storehouse
of knowledge and find what applies to current needs. Actually, this revolution began during World War II, when
the pressure for instant fluency in foreign tongues
caused the armed forces to put emphasis upon utility and
experience, postponing the so-called "fundamentals" of
grammar. The result was a radical transformation in instructional methods. The "new math," though it has not
emphasized relevance, has subverted all the old assumptions about where to start and what to cover. The "case
study" method in law now has its counterpart in almost
every field. There remain real questions as to whether
these new methods can responsibly and adequately train
scholars and scientists, but they reach the mass of
students who are less interested in doing basic research
than in coping with their experience in the world.
If schools and colleges got out of the certification
business, they might be able to educate more forcefully—
leaving the testing to prospective employers and graduate
schools, to those who have a reason to check what a
person knows and what he can do.
Some are asking whether colleges should grant degrees
at all. What is the meaning of a bachelor's degree today?
In the past it certified that a student had had a symmetrical exposure to the arts and sciences and had
completed some component of work in a major discipline.
That was vague enough—but the absurdities of the formula are becoming increasingly apparent. When I was an
undergraduate in the '40s, we accepted without much
question that we had to take a course either in an ancient
language or in mathematics; I guess we assumed some
equivalence in dry mental rigor. When I became professor
in the '50s, I began to realize how little educational
thought and how much academic politics went into the
design of required course programs. They seemed less a
vision of Renaissance Man than the result of a need
to populate courses taught by teachers with tenure. It
also became evident that when a man told you he had
a bachelor's degree there was no particular knowledge
or skill you could expect of him. He had, in effect, been
knighted as a gentleman in the Western world. He had
put in time: residence requirements seem the most immutable of stipulations for a degree.
If we stopped granting degrees and merely provided
transcripts — be they for one year, four or ten —
would it make any practical difference to graduate schools,
employers or egos? It would make a practical difference
in the colleges — for the degree is the keystone of the
arch, and perhaps the one we ought to remove first if
we plan any serious rebuilding. Without this lock, many
courses would disappear under the relentlessly critical
force of social needs and student interests. So if the degree is only a political agreement among faculty contending for a student's time, we have a moral obligation
to undermine it.
If we used only transcripts, what should be put on
them? Whose property is the transcript — the student's or

the institution's? What authority has it? We might begin by asking what an institution can certify, and on what
grounds. Many features of our educational system seem
to have been modeled on the idea of mass production,
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written by Judson Jerome. They are

with interchangeability of parts, but people and their
studies are not interchangeable. For example, we can
fairly certainly say whether a person can type 60
words per minute, but what are we certifying when we
say he has five credits in The Renaissance Lyric with the
grade of B? There is a tendency to test for the things
which can be tested for, regardless of their significance.
Many, for example, agree that the Graduate Record
Examinations in their fields are trivial, outdated, irrelevant—and yet we go on using them and congratulating
ourselves when our students do well on them. All know
the absurdity of adding grade points from history, French,
physical education and calculus together, dividing by a
number of credits and stamping the result on a student's
forehead, but we go on making cumulative averages and
paying attention to them. Our testing instruments could
give us very sensitive descriptions of a person's qualities
and abilities — if we could only decide, as a culture, what
it is best to do with our apparatus, what matters about
a person and how to make use of our knowledge. Since we
are collecting data badly, using it badly and with no
clear sense of what we are using it for, might we not
be doing more harm than good by passing on transcripts
as we now know them?

If students make a circus of higher
education, they will suffer
Classes, courses, degrees, credits, grades might be
dismissed as trivial problems — easier to accept as conventions than to revise. But more serious incoherencies
begin to appear when we examine the assumptions
about learning implied by our current structures. The
model of knowledge inherited from the Enlightenment, with
clear-cut "disciplines" and methods for discovering and
verifying the facts, accumulating a delta of truth which
extends into the unknown, all this seems increasingly inadequate to describe the world we live in. Science has
raised disturbing doubts about its own methods — but
these methods tend to be imitated uncritically in other
disciplines. Even if verification could be relied upon,
the sheer burgeoning of knowledge accumulated on this
model has led to fragmentation and fossilization within
specialties which are less and less able to provide a person
with a coherent grasp of his own human experience.
It is imperative that we find new paths to that coherence, for whether our students realize it or not, they
need us badly. If they succeed in making only a circus
of higher education, they will suffer more than we. But
they will not accept the compulsion they once accepted.
As adults we have passed a threshold of dignity: there is
some guff we will not swallow. That threshold seems to
be passed now at younger and younger ages. It never
occurred to me or to my generation to question the
authority of teachers, parents, the draft, the police —
but today 14-year-old people (I hesitate to call them
kids; one lives in my home) raise valid questions about
such authority and insist on their right to answers. If
it weren't for the draft and disdain for the choices
available in the job market, the exodus from conventional
settings of higher education would be rapid. Perhaps we
should ponder why college students have ever tolerated
their second-class citizenship. College education is adult
education. Few people who consider themselves adults
would put up with the rules and regulations, the attendance requirements, dress standards, dormitory hours, the
made-work, the time-serving, the arbitrary and unilateral
"assignments," the nit-picking formats of term papers
and registration forms, the host of practices which might
have some dubious utility in grammar school but which
are ludicrous when mindlessly extendedmen
to and
women of 18 years and more of age.

Sophomore Women Receive Keys
Dormitory keys for sophomore women will be distributed
April 9 and 10. This is the result of the Associated Women Students' vote concerning the extension of key privileges to sophomores. Each girl's parents will be receiving a letter explanation
and a parent permission card.
After spring vacation keys will be issued to those girls with
a signed permission card and the required $5.00 deposit. The
keys will be distributed in Jones Hall between 11 and 4 on
Wednesday and Thursday.

An Open Letter
To the Faculty

ficers, representatives, class senators, yell kings and cheerleaders?
Also, what committees are available for students to serve on and

If you demand scholarship some

what are the purposes of these

will rise to the challenge and re-

committees? I, for one, do not

spond. Rejoice in those few. Some
will not seek this discipline but

kncw the answers. I would suggest
that a pamphlet be issued to each
student answering the above stated

will revert to an adolescent game

questions. This could stimulate in-

of get-the-sheepskin. Do not de-

terest and perhaps bring in talent

spair because of those. They are not

which is now being overlooked.

worth the effort. Instead, turn to-

Instead of having campaign

ward the one who is or will be the

speeches in the dining room after

scholar. Encourage him, nourish
him, prod, excite, incite his curiosity.

supper, why not hold them in Jones
Hall, McIntyre, or the fieldhouse?
This would have two advantages:

sit

(a) students could

May you have more than one

or more than a few such persons.
If you find but one, do not give

and listen

comfortable, and (b) they could see
the candidates for yell king and
cheerleaders. I would also suggest
that each student be presented

up the search for another, but do

with a sample ballot so that he

not forget the one. True, intimate

could make notes on various can-

communication with another is an

didates at that time.

experience rarely met. Live for
and in such a time.
It is, therefore, for you to re-

Change the days for elections.

I would suggest Monday and Tuesday. If the Trail would devote the

spond to an aspiring scholar's de-

paper on Friday to the qualifica-

mand on you. Become for him the

tions and statements of

disciplinarian, the professor. De-

dates, this would give the students

mand until he falls and bend to

the weekend to read seriously,

pick him up gently, then demand

study, evaluate and arrive at an

all candi-

intelligent decision. As it is now,

again.

many students have voted before

This is your responsibility, Professor.

the paper comes out or stay away

rmsullivan

their vote away. I would devite an
edition of the Trail to candidates

Election Reactions
I would like to comment on and

because they don't want to throw

and proposals before

both

elec-

tions
(Continued on Page 4)

make a few suggestions for future
elections at this school. I have attended both a state and private
school and have not been happy
voting on either campus. I did not
feel that I was an informed voter
capable of making an intelligent
decision. I wish to point out a few
of the reasons why and offer suggestions on how this might be

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"
SEE

Proctor

changed:

SHOE REPAIR
1. How many students know and
understand how the school govern-

3817 1 2 North 26th

ment is set up, what its purpose it,

All Work Guaranteed

the duties and qualifications of of-
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Dr. Alma Oncley will be con-

Let's Stress Openness
(Continued from Page

1.FnrI l
more

,

3)

I would suggest that

publicity be given Ceneral

Board, class, and committee meetings where students will

be able

to learn what is going on and feel
free to express their opinions. Per
haps more efficient use of imilletm
boards would help.

If there are any

On the Selection of Students

get Sound Chapel Choir in a
series of musical offerings
for Easter.

In the interest of furthering honest, open, and democratic
policies for the students on Central Board this coming year, I
would like to advocate this proposal strongly:

Action should be taken by Central Board to recall those
students already "placed" on decision-making bodies, and that
Central Board move to set up a democratic procedure, including

ANNUAL

ratfication by the board itself, in the selection of such students.
questions or

more information is desired, I can
be

ducting the University of Pu-

reached at Ex. 626 or in the

Occupational Therapy building.
Irene Morrow

Harrington Hall
Ex. 626

My reasons for this proposal stem from my belief that, pri-

PAPERBACK

marily, there should be an equal and fair opportunity for every
student at UPS to gain consideration for admittance to the important decision-making bodies

on campus,

SALE

and that these de-

cisions are subject to review and ratification by Central Board.
I also feel that arbitrarily placing students on these bodies

Dr. Alma Oncley

without consultation from the students, whom they represent,

Delegates Set
Stage for Term
Beginning now, for the next
year, the basic function of the
Delegates will be bringing the
students and their ideas a bit
closer to their student government and its decision-making.
To accomplish this we plan to set
up office hours, write a column
in the TRAIL each week, and
most important, we are planning
to come to you as often as possible. We will also begin soon,
planning a leadership conference
that will both be informative and
that will attract a few more people than the past. With an effective conference we hope to
spread more of an understanding
about student government to the
students.
Our most important duty for
the next year will be to represent
you and therefore we send out
an open invitation for everyone
to contact any of us, at anytime
to discuss problems or suggestions. The number of our office
is 250 and my home phone is
SK 9-9688. Feel free to call up
or stop by anytime. See you
soon.

is a direct contradiction to our efforts this past year, and especially
during the campaign. We students are in continual turmoil regarding administrative decisions which affect us, without so
much as a consideration of our opinions. Yet, when we have the
opportunity to make a few of these decisions ourselves, don't
we follow the same undemocratic procedures?

PEACE CORPS
4525-19th Ave. N.E.

Seattle, Wash. 98105

write for information

I also feel, that as editor of the Trail, a fair and free flow

10% Off

of information is not only NICE once in a while, but that it is
UNQUESTIONABLY NECESSARY for a responsible press and a
responsible government.

In the near future I would like to see

real action taken by Central Board to amend this situation.
want no part of a hypocritical government.

I

B.C.

dent Body office or call me at my
home with suggestions, ideas you
would like presented at Central
Board or questions that you might
have. I also look forward to meeting with each of you in your individual group and whenever I
man meet with you please let me
know. I want increased communication on our campus this year
and because communication is a
two-way street, I will depend
strongly upon your contribution.
I join with the other delegates in
thanking you for our support and
pledging a better Associated Student Body.
SUE CARDER
Delegate-at-large

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

Two Days Only
March 24 and 25

E!I PEI

El o

0 11:11:11

Tom Leavitt
Delegate-At-Large

My effectiveness as a Delegate
depends at least half upon you.
For, I cannot be an active representative if I have nothing to
represent. I will depend upon you
this year to come to me with your
opinion, suggestions, complaints
or anything you have to say pertaining to our university. Please
leave messages for me in the Stu-

Spend the Fall Semester of 1969-70
in Europe
Join the UPS Junior Semester Abroad Program
in France
See London, Vienna, Rome and Paris Before Classes
Begin at Rennes, France
For full information and application form contact Professor Marian
Weldin. Office J121; office phone, mornings, 282, afternoons, 384.
Home address, 19254 Edgecliff Drive S.W., Seattle 98166. Home

telephone TR 8-3634.

Publications
JOHNSON - COX CO.
Compositors Printers Lithographers
726 Pacific Ave 0

BR 2-2238

When you share love.. today and forever more
Weisfield's has credit for students of promise

weisfieltfi
JEWELERS

925 Broadway
Villa Plazza
Tacoma Mall
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Operation CROSS ROADS AFRICA Selects
Three UPS Students To Participate
by PHYLLIS SCHEIFFELE
This is the first year for UPS
to participate in Operations Cross
Roads Africa. Mary Longland, a
t- former Cross Roader, has brought
interest in this group to UPS students. Through a careful screening process three of our students
applying have been chosen to participate in the program this coming summer. Chosen to work in
Africa this summer were: Karen
Bagne, Uganda: Ginny Burdick,
Nigeria: and Gina Soule, Congo.
All three girls feel very proud
to be able to take an active part
in the Cross Roads program.
In a short interview with Karen
Bagne, it was explained that Cross
Roads Africa works closely with
the African governments and communities. The projects that these
girls will work on will be ones
which the African governments
have set up and have requested
help with. The projects vary tremendously and may range from
building a small hospital to setting up a physical fitness program for the African youths.
Some Cross Roaders have even
received assignments asking them
to help build roads for isolated
villages. Each student chosen must
have a willingness to work and
be well qualified to do many
various tasks that may be asked
of them.
The underlying purpose of
Cross Roads Africa lies not in
the job itself. The student is
placed in a situation with unlimited potential for greater understanding of the African people.
He is able to impart knowledge
of another culture. The student
can also form many friendships
that are of lasting benefit to
Americans. These are the underlying purpose of what Cross Roads
Africa is all about.
The brief experience during this
coming summer that Karen, Ginny and Gina will gain is only a
beginning. Many new challenges
face a cross-roader after completing his summer assignment. Many
chose to work in the Peace Corps
helping train volunteers preparing to go to Africa. Many others
may decide to work for the U.S.
Embassy in Agrica. The opportunities are numerous and the
challenges even more so.
,

COEDS FOR CROSSROADS—Three UPS coeds, from left,
Ginny Burdick, Karen Bagne, and Gina Soule, receive helpful hints from George Obiozor, UPS student from Biafra, as
they discuss the Operation Crossroads Africa, a friendship
and aid program which the three coeds will participate in
this summer. Currently, the girls are soliciting funds for
their summer trips.

Independent Men Sponsor
LOGGER DAY This Saturday
(UPSNB) — "Logger Day," a
campus classic at the University
of Puget Sound, will be held
March 22, when the men of Todd
Hall, independent's men's housing group at UPS, who also originated the event, will sponsor
the 1969 student Spring-fest.
Both Greek and independent
groups participate, according to
student co-chairmen Lyle Miller
This is the very first year for
on
the UPS cacpus. The need that
these students now face is a financial one. The program requires that each student chosen
to participate work to raise part
of the cost. Mary Longland and
Judy Davis are now striving to
meet this need. Groups on campus
and interested individuals in the
community are needed to help
these students meet their financial obligations.

Operation Cross Road Africa

and King Brown, who point out.
"This really kicks off spring on
campus."
Appropriately, contests for the
"Logger" students will include
log rolling (men and women's divisions), log sawing, axe throw.
log throw, log chopping and the
traditional tug-of-war over a
stream (men and women's divisions, again). Logs are provided
by St. Regis Paper Co. and Foss
Launch & Tug Co.
Winners and presentation of
awards will be held at the Logger
Day Dance for UPS students Saturday evening in Great Hall on
campus.

SELECT YOUR
TYPEWRITER
AT

Spanish Department
Announces Summer
Trip to Spain
by PHYLLIS SCHEIFFELE
The Spanish department of UPS,
under the guidance of Dr. Rosa
Acosta, has planned a summer trip
to Spain for all students who are
Interested. The tour which is coordinated by the World Academy of
European Study and Travel Programs will begin July 6th and will
last through August 14th. Tours of
Lisbon, Madrid. Barcelona and Paris
are featured as part of the trip.
The main study of Spanish will be
conducted in Madrid. Classwork in
conjunction with seminars and excursions will compose the main areas
of academic emphasis.
The tour will last 40 days and will
contain sufficient hours of instruction
to meet all requirements for university credit. Those who wish to
receive credit in Spanish may do
so after completing the tour. A maximum of 6 credit hours will be granted in Spanish. The instruction in
Spanish will be given by American
and European instructors. All instruction will be given in English
except the actual language classes.
The instruction in Spanish and
the tour expenses for this trip are
$795.00.
Further information can be obtained through the UPS department
of Spanish. Travel brochures and
details can be obtained from Dr.
Acosta in the Spanish department.

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?

Try
PAT'S
North 21st and Oakes

Come and See Us

By RALF McEWEN
STEPPED INTO EMPTINESS
I boarded the airplane
Yesterday and flew to Prague.
The plane landed and
I walked down the
Aluminum staircase and
Stepped into emptiness.
Czechoslovakia is missing.

OFEAS OF OFAFTIFI L ut sOl
Listen to a wave of familiar instrumentals and vocals, the most
popular, loved and listenable
music of today and yesterday.
In any hour you might meet
Georgy Girl, Dolly or Ramblin'
Rose, hear the loveliness of
Canadian. Sunset and the romance of Somewhere My Love,
dance to a Summer Samba and
see the world through Spanish
Eyes. Everything from soul music to contemporary pops on

KUPS
880
The UPSound of the
University of Puget Sound

Take a course
in Sex
Education

H. D. Baker Co.
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J
BR 2-3226

6;Jc-it

■ialsjit

clweti
Monday Friday
8 a.m. - 9:30

THE TYPEWRITER
HEADQUARTERS

Saturday 8 a.m. - 6:00

Rent — or — DLIV
• • •

7
Learn something new about
the affect of after shave on the
female of the species with
Aqua Velva REDWOOD. The
fragrance is really different.
Really long lasting! We say its
a little on the wild side. Let
her teach you what we mean!

"Say it with flowers" anytime
She'll love it!
Convenient location
608 Tacoma Mall — GR 5-4451

AQUA VELVA
• • •
Full Line Office Supplies
Unexcelled Service All Makes

REDWOOD

AFTER
SHAVE

LOTION
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An editor is a writer who uses
other people's stories and gets
blamed when the names are mis-

Rugby Men Fall
In Close Match

spelled.

It seems that losing is becoming a habit for the UPS

Ii
I Imported Perfumes
i •
I
Incense — Gifts
I
1
1
I Only Shop of Its Kind I

Ruggers. Last Sunday found
UPS drop another one to the

BUDIL'S

University of Washington by a
score of 6 to 5.

Its Getting Rather
Cold Here at UPS

"Especially

Again one of the fine teams have been left out in the cold and

II

1
i
4

I Open 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. .
I Tuesday thru Saturday I

Tel.
FU 3-4739

6th Ave.
at Oakes

This Side of
San Francisco

i

for

YOU!"

.

its getting rather frustrating to many.
On the verge of beginning the 1969 baseball season only a week
hence, many remember last year's team which posted a impressive
record of 23-6, but they were overlooked by the NCAA selection committee. Then last fall our footballers were jilted of being selected for a
Camellia Bowl after winning eight and losing only two which came in
the last half minute of both games. On top off all this the NCAA bypassed the best Logger basketball team to ever take the floor for the
Collegiate Regionals at the University of Nevada at Las Vegas.
So many times we have come so close to an unprecidented victories
but something always gets in the way. Two of our three losses came
by only one-point margins with seconds remaining. The only real loss
our cagers suffered was at the hands of Seattle Pacific in the last game
of the three-game series.
Although through our recruitment of Howard Clark, Mike Jordan,
and Ed Huston we did play better as they were all eligible for the
season, but wouldn't be for any post-season because of a NCAA transfer rule.
However, Coach Zech could have made changes in arrangement of
personnel and done very respectable no matter where the team would
have gone for tournament play.
As I write this, I cannot help but wonder what comes next for
sports at UPS. We certainly have proven ourselves in many ways at
different times throughout the years. How long must our fine athletes
go unrewarded and never have the chance to show the others what we
have to offer? It's too bad the NCAA committees haven't ever picked
a Logger team! Perhaps someone needs to open their eyes for them.

Rally Round
The Campus

FLOWERS

UPS got off to a quick start
by dominating control of the ball
for the first 15 minutes only to
allow a try to the UW in the
closing minutes of the first half
The second half saw UW score
on a field goal, making the score
6 to 0. However UPS got its
second wind and Rob Cole scored
a beautiful try and it was converted by Bill Thompson to make
the score 6 to 5.
Next weekend finds UPS as
host of a large British Columbia,
Washington tournament, Saturday and Sunday. Games will be
played at Kandle field and Baker
Stadium. This will be the Ruggers' last game of this season.

1 4
1
1
1 The Fragrance !
4
I
Shop
I
1

1

I

II

2405-6th Avenue

•

OLIVER TAXI
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

TACOMA AIRPORTER
RADIO DISPATCHED
112 So.

14th St.,

FU 3-1555

Coca Cots" and 'Coke are ■ eg ,stefed trade novas odOcn ■ Oenola oolv the wodoci of The Coca Cola Comp. ,'

Howell's
Sporting
Goods,
Inc.
The finest in athletic equipment
Featuring: Rawlings, Wilson,
Voit, Spot-Bilt, Adidas, Puma,
Converse, White Stag Speedo

Tank Suits
FU 3-2653
922 Commerce
STUDENT PRICES

Professional, Effective Tutoring
Most Subjects, All Levels. Reasonable Rates.
Phone 1-858-2623

The Auto-Cross sponsored by
Panhellenic and I.F.C. last Satur"The Mad Mad World of Fashion"
Custom Fashion Show by Crazy Daisy
Wednesday, March 26, 8 p.m.
UPS STUDENT UNION BUILDING
LOUNGE
Door Prizes
Donation: $1.50
Refreshments
Students: $1.25

day was very successful. At least
for those watching and for the
following winners:
Sports Car
V.W.

Roger Annunsen

American Compact
American Sedan

Bob Schmid
Ken Fischer
Gary Conteno

Each of the divisional winners
received an engraved trophy and
one fifth.
Bob Solie, a participant, may
have another outlook on the success of the event. Mr. Solie also
put on a very good show; but in
he
a much different manner
donated his car to the road. Bob
was uninjured when his car overturned Saturday.
.

.

Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

.

All You Guys Are
Welcome Too.
Come See Your Favorite Coed Model.
All proceeds will
go to the Alumnae
Club Scholarship
Fund to be given
to a UPS coed.

Chairman of this event was
Greg Garner.
Congratulations to the winners
and to Greg on doing a fine job.

AFTER THE GAME

Battled ander the outhoray of The Coca-Cola Company by: PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

..

AFTER THE DANCE . .
ANYTIME!

or
k

LET'S

MEET AT

JOHNNY4
DOCK

IWA

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

Specializing in
Seafood
Steaks
Cocktails

*

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

•
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS

t Strike Three!!

Friday, March 21
Baseball- at Wenatchee JC

Saturday, March 22

Crew: Four way meet on American Lake
Wednesday, March 26
Tennis: U. of Idaho at 2 p.m.

Friday, March 28
Crew: Tri Meet on American

Lake
Saturday, March 29
Baseball: at Lewis and Clark for
Doubleheader

A

Fick Kelleher shows why in a recent game he led all UPS
hitters last year with a .361 average. The team is in ;Lewiston Idaho for the Banana Belt Tournament for the past several days.

Diamondmen Hit the Road;
Began Season with Banana Belt
Opening his fifth season Jack
McGee will take diamondmen to

Lewiston, Idaho for the Banana
Belt Tournament. Ten teams are
involved including WSU, Idaho
State, U. of Idaho, Gonzaga U.,
SPC, Eastern Wash., Central
Wash., and Lewis and Clark Normal.
Recently Coach McGee stated
that "Our schedule is a lot rougher and better balanced than last
year, especially the strong road
helf." Basically the same personal
are returning from last year with
the exception of a few. Gone are
Tom Berg who was drafted by the
Seattle Pilots of the American
League, and Jim Elliott, our fine
second baseman who has decided
not to turn out. Key players corning back are Roger Merrick,
Randy Roberts, Mick Kelleher,
and Gary Fultz.
Defensively the squad has

plenty of depth at each position

with left field being the only open
spot on the team. Taking over
second base chores from Jim Elliott is transfer Jim Berg from
Portland State. Top hitters are
expected to be Roberts, Jacobs,
Kelleher, and Merrick. Overall
the team has good speed, ability
to steal bases, and play wide
open.
Potentially our pitching staff
is strong but young and inexperienced as the only proven mate rial are Dave Beba, Rich Han 1,
and Ernie Smith. Included is relief pitcher Bruce Edwards. Others are Bob Reeder, Dave Bushardt, Chuck Waymen, Greg Johnson, and Tim Mann.
New rules effecting play are
the same as being tried by the
major leagues with the exception
of the lowering of the mound and
no change in the strike zone.

Netmen Hit the Courts •

Open Against the Vandals
With little over two weeks left
before the first matches, the UPS
netmen are engaged in a round
robin tournament to decide the
starting position, but it's too
early for the final makeup.

Three returnees make up the
core for the team and are expected to provide the attack. They
are Jim Rawn, Dan Merrick, and
Jim Smith. Challenging are re-

Two Loggers
Gain Basketball
Honors
Two members of the successful
1968-69 basketball team were
given honors last week, but in different ways.
Guard Dave Lindstrom was
picked as the final Northwest
Player of the Week of the season for his fine efforts against
Pacific Lutheran and Eastern
Washington which totaled 49
points and 10 asists. He beat out
the NW scoring champion Harvey Sebree and opponent Dave
Lofton of Eastern Washington.
Lindstrom was the third Logger
to gain such honors this year.
John Smith, a forward here at
UPS, was one of three West coast
players that received honorable
mention in all All-American
basketball team. The announcement was made Friday by the
Associated Press in New York.
John averaged 18.7 points per
game and was very high in the
rebounding department.

Crew Posts
First Victory
In Quadmeet
UPS crewmen notched their
first major regatta victory over
three other teams while competing last Saturday on American Lake.
PLU dedicated their new shell
sprinting near the end of the
race, but the well disciplined Logger team held on for the win.
University of British Columbia
finished a strong second placing
only a half a boat length, PLU
took third while SPC finished
last.
Winning time of the UPS crew
was 7:04.2, while UBC finished
with a time of 7:06.5, PLU 7:06.8
and SPC at 7:20. Only two junior varsity teams competed as
UBC beat the PLU jv by over
four seconds.
Too often

IM MI- 111 1Y1

FUDGE

O

jI almost Forgot . .
Easter Is Nearly Here

Clothes
M yI Spring
Must Be Readied

GOSH

a good listener is

thinking about something else.
Knowledge is neutral. Its value

Let Us Put Sunshine in
Your Easter Clothes!

depends on use.

Ray

SO-Wei

JEWELRY
Sales and Service for
Accutron
Bulova
Hamilton

Including Coin Operated
Self Service Dry Cleaning
and Laundry

re)

new era

ca..e a r-t er s
Launonv
SK 9-3501

Elgin
DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

GR 2-3372
2621 N. Proctor
3624-6th Ave.
3820 S. Yakima

nerves Brick Kane and Dave
Rolfe, along with Brian Berg, a
transfer from Tacoma Community College, and Bill Wilson.

STRIKE ! !

(Continued next column)

BE A WINNER IN OUR
AIR-CONDITIONED LANES

WITH THE CASUALS

POOL TOO!
Come and See Us

TOWER. LANES
6323 - 6th Avenue
or call SK 9-3583
HOURS 9 AM.. 1 A.M.

It's Good to Have
Cleaners Available

ATTENTION GIRLS!
All Beverages 1/2 Price with
This Coupon . . . NO LIMIT!
at

Mr. Buffino's
5228 South Tacoma Way
Next to Steve's Gay 90s
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Trail Markings
Worship Highlighted
By Chapel Chorus
Selections
The Chapel Chorus will present a
worship service relating the story
of the Crucifixion and Resurrection
of Christ at the regular University
Chapel on Wed., March 26, at 11:00
a.m. Three compositions have been
selected, one from the Renaissance
period and others from contemporary
literature. The first number is a
Kyrie from the "Messe pour lea
Pauvres" by the early 20th century
French composer Satie. Leslie Doerner will be the organist. The second
number is a setting of the "Seven
Last Words of Christ" by Heinrich Schutz, recognized today as the
outstanding genius of the Renaissance
period. This cantata will be accompanied by strings and organ. Robert
Pendergrast, Kristan Schutte, Nancy
Nickelson and Pierre Ventura will
be the violinists, and Merle Harris
will be the cellist. Marian Schellberg will be the organist. The role of
Christ will be sung by Wilber Elliott,
director of choral music in Lakewood. The quartet will be: Catherine
Elliott, soprano; Margaret Myles, contralto; Dick Bruneau, ter or; and
Tucker Keiser, bass.
The Eastern Cantata by Daniel
Pinkham will conclud.2 the service.
This work is in the rontemporary idiom with unusual instrumental scoring.
The opening chorus portrays the
dawn with wailing at the grave —
"They have taken away my Lord."
The second number is a strong sonorous chorus — "And the angel said
unto them" with a curious glockenspiel and piano accompaniment in
canon and dissonant with the chorus.
The text "Go quickly and tell that
He is risen from the dead" is a complex 4 part round. The final chorus
"This is the day . . ." is a brilliant
rhythmic chorus scored for trumpets and organ.

'Generation Gap'
Portrayed in Play
'The Glass Menagerie'

By RALPH McEWEN

Faculty Resident
Trio Tonight
A faculty resident trio, composed
of professors Edward Seferian, violinist; David Kaiserman, pianist; and
True Sackrison, celloist, will perform at 8:15 p.m. March 21 in Jac
-obsen Recital Hall at the University
of Puget Sound.
Featured on the program will be
Beethoven's "Trio in C Minor," and
trios by Walter Piston and Maurice
Ravel.
Mrs. Sackrison joined the music
faculty at UPS this fall where she
is teaching cello, bass, chamber music
and theory.
Musical director and conductor of
the UPS-Tacoma Symphony, Seferian,
associate professor of music at UPS,
played with Pablo Casal's orchestra
last year in Puerto Rico.
Another new faculty member, Kaiserman is an artist-in-residence at
UPS where he heads the piano department, teaches advanced students
and is an associate professor of
music.

UPS Senior Awarded
Danforth Fellowship
(UPSNB) — Jon Goman, University
of Puget Sound senior, has won a
Danforth Graduate Fellowship for
advanced study for his Ph.D. degree, according to a recent announcement from the Danforth Foundation
of St. Louis, Missouri.
While at UPS, Jon has maintained
a 3.75 grade point accumulative. The
scholar, who recently received word
that he has been accepted to Cambridge University in England, hopes
to pursue his graduate studies there,
pending approval by the Danforth
Foundation for graduate work done
outside the United States.
The Fellowship provides tuition and
living expenses for four years of
study in preparation for a career
of college teaching. He was nominated for this Fellowship by the
University. More than 1,900 college
seniors from colleges and universities throughout the United States
competed for the 113 fellowships
awarded this year.
Selection of Danforth Fellows is
made annually by a national panel
of educators, primarily on the basis
of the evident intellectual power of
the candidate, and his commitment
to humane values and their place in
higher education.

YOUR FLY'S OPEN

Okay, Spring

"Your fly's open," she whispered.
"My what flies open?" I asked.
"Your whole fly's open!" she said.

Anytime

"What hole flies open?" I demanded.
"No" she screamed. "Your repulsive
fly's open and I can see everything!"
"I don't have a repulsive," I snapped.

Now

"Stop teasing me or I'll show
you a thing or two."
Ralf McEwen
(Pension Neuer Markt)
(Vienna, Austria)
Pension Suisse
Via Gregoriana 56, Rome, Italy

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

F r cc
Two entries displayed in CHILDREN'S ART SHOW now in Kittredge.

Woodrow Wilson
Scholar Selected
(UPSNB) — Philip Schneider, University of Puget Sound senior, has
been chosen a Woodrow Wilson Designate by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. He is
one of 1,106 Designates selected in
the nation.
This honor is placed on those college seniors demonstrating the best
potential as future college teachers.
Schneider is majoring in philosophy and has a 3.72 grade point
accumulative during his college career.
Woodrow Wilson finalists were
chosen from candidates totalling over
11 thousand and all those receiving
designation by the Foundation were
interviewed by panels of college professors and academic administrators.
A list of Designates has been sent
to all graduate school deans in the
United States and Canada with the
recommendation that the graduate
schools make fellowship awards to
these students. Announcements of
these awards will be made after
April 15.

Farley's

131

Flowers

Delivery

"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG

MA 7-7161

3123 North 26th

SK 2-6667

Methodist

Group Flight To London

UPS STUDENT - FACULTY - ALUMNI

$365.00 Round Trip
42 DAYS—JUNE 17 TO JULY 29, 1969
Seattle Contact

Campus Contact
or

SK 9-3521, Ext. 316

MA 3-8895

Harlan Jones
463-9805
Vashon

Anybody can make mistakes.
Let him. You're a somebody.
If you become too wrapped up
in yourself, the result is a small,
unnecessary package.

You Can Surround
Your World with Sound

(UPSNB) — Tennessee William's
highly autobiographical play, "The
Glass Menagerie," will be presented
at 8 p.m. March 19-22 in Jones Hall
Auditorium at the University of

Puget Sound by the University Players.
One of Williams' most successful
plays, the production was chosen by
the players because it gives insight
not only into Williams' own life,
but also into the common struggle
of all young persons attempting to
build their lives and fight the "generation gap."
Directing the play will be Prof.
Thomas Manning.
Tickets for the production may be
obtained by calling the university.
SK 9-3521 or at the box office the
night of the performance.
The play centers on the tense,
angry family relationships existing
among a drunken father, his disillusioned son and a highly sensitive
daughter who is crippled.

Your Psychology
proressor lives
with his mother?

Watch and Jewelry
Repair
GUARANTEED

Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink.

With th e ROLEN * STAR
AUDIO TRANSDUCER
Find Out What It's All About
COME UP TO THE TRAIL OFFICE AND BROWSE
SC 214 or Call 763

BR 2-3063
2707 6th Ave.

For your own Think Drink Mug, send 75C and your name and address to:
Think Drink Mug, Dept. N, P.O. Box 559, New York, N.Y.10046. The International Coffee Organizat ■ on.
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favorite of which was I AM
HAWAII. Two very talented
oriental dancers provided a
unique presentation of Oriental
dances. SUKURA DOJYOJI was
performed by Bette Terada and
KOKO NI SACHIARI was performed by Charlotte Kanda. Both
dances were very skillfully done
and were enjoyed by all who at-

, Brown & Haley

Dr. Rollo May Speaks On
, Greek Psycho - Drama
Dr. Rollo May, distinguished
psychoanalyst from New York,
spoke three successive evenings
as the 1969 Brown and Haley
lecturer last week. Dr. May also
conducted an informal discussion
session Tuesday morning in the
lounge of Tenzler Hall.
His first offering Sunday evening was entitled "The Delphic
Oracle as Analyst." The shrine
of Delphi served as a communal
symbol both to the conscious and
sub-conscious Greek mind. Symbols possess a great healing power because they enable us to deal
with our situation as a totality.
The symbolic in life acts as a
force pulling together as opposed
to the diabolic which pulls apart
and lends itself to chaos.
Monday evening Dr. May spoke
on the Oedipus cycle as Greek
as the oracle's prophecy was fulin the understanding of the Oedipus complex and its application
to his private practice characterized Dr. May's speech.
"I must know who I am and
where I come from" is the central Greek agony, and this identity crisis has never ceased to
plague mankind. It was established that Oedipus was not at
fault in the drama of the play
as the oracle's prophecy was fulfilled. Although he married his
mother after killing his father,
Oedipus was ignorant of these
facts. Oedipus is not so much
worried amout the murder or
incest as the necessity to find
out who he really is.
Doni Straub, junior in English, stated the following concerning Dr. May's prseentation:
"Dr. Rollo May in his interpretation of Oedipus provided insights into the play itself and
into the psychology of modern
man. Dr. May reviewed the play
nd recited appropriate passages
ind then related these ideas to
man's predicament in life. His
mphasis on the necessity for
-elf-identity was given added
mignance as it was related to
he dilemma which Oedipus faced.
r. May presented a beautifully
t houghout-out interpretation of
,

Oedipus as a man unafraid of
discovering the truth about himself even though it meant his
own castration (through blindness) and exile. An important
thought from Dr. May's speech
was that, just as Oedipus was
unafraid of reality, so man must
have the courage to stand and
think alone and accept the solitude which may ensue."
Dr. May's final lecture, entitled
"Orestes and Moral Responsibility," interpreted Orestes as a man
growing up and becoming conscious of his own responsibility,
conscious of his Fate and of his
freedom. Orestes is required by
the bods and Fate to avenge his
father's death by killing his own
mother. After killing her, he becomes psychotic and is finally
put on trial for the murder. Dr.
May interpreted Orestes as a
drama of groth which may include anxiety and guilt. The
meaning behind Orestes' trial was
that growth is a time when people must take responsibility for
their own lives. Just as Orestes
was required by Fate to commit
the murder, modern man also
lives in a determined world. Dr.
May listed examples of Fate in
our day such as the limitations
of bodily strength and intellectual capacity, the limitations in
human relationships, the fate in
death.

tend the dinner.

PUMP* WE GAP...
Oriental Banquet
by PHYLLIS SCHEIFFELE
The UPS Food Service planned and presented a complete Oriental Dinner with entertainment
this last Sunday. The food included Teriyaki steaks, rice, chicken
chow mein, salads, fortune cookies and came complete with chop
sticks; for those who could master
them.
The entire SUB was decorated
in an Oriental manner for the affair. Blinking red lantern lights
and Japanese paintings helped to
add atmosphere to the dining
area. The girls serving wore kimonos which were very well received by the male guests viewing
them.
The entertainment was provided by UPS students. The master
of ceremonies, a very delightful
comedian, was Lloyd Matsunami.
Gretchen West and Ray Peralta
sang many Hawaiian songs, the

Your dollars multiply
when you
bank
at
The Bank

Will
Get You
Sooner or la',

26th & Proctor
Haircuts . .. Hairstyling
Roffler Sculptur - Kut
By Appointment

Sp

move
fast

Management opportunity? Sure. Right nowt We believe the way to train managers is to let them manage.
Right from the start. And it works! Our experience shows
that on the average, our successful college trainee
reaches middle management within 6 months!
Set your own pace when you join us! Were one of
the world's largest merchandising, food and retailing
organizations — a civilian operation serving Armed
Forces personnel through "PX" and "BX retail outlets And we let you go and grow just as fast as you
want to' That s the way we've grown!
We re looking for bright people in the following fields

Bunnies Have Nothing
on Your Shopping Dollars
When it Comes to
Producing Results!

Buying
Retailing
Accounting
Auditing
EDP Systems
Transportation

Architecture
Mechanical Engineering
Personnel
Food Management
Vending Management
Management Engineering

Our starting salaries and fringe benefits rank with
the best—and we offer the opportunity for worldwide
travel. too!
If YOU want to succeed in business at your own rate,
without the ho-hum long wait routine, contact your
placement office!
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS

AMF-EQUIPPED BOWE INC LANES

March 24, 1969

./f/atth

lout
poqage-free

Pt a et a t

OREGON

Hank By Mail
service

'lo w'

mEmBER F. D I (

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

•

Can't make the interview? Don't sweat it Write our
College Relations Manager and tell him what you'd like
to do!

WASHINGTON

OF CALIFORNIA

Open Lanes Available Anytime
Special Rates for Students

3860 No. 26th
SK 2-5200

CALIFORNIA

1011 Pacific Avenue

Tacoma, Washington

ARMY & AIR FORCE
EXCHANGE SERVICE
Dallas, Texas 75222
Equal Opportunity Employer

ARMY 6, AIR FORCE
EXCHANGE SERVICE
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TNT Misinformation Corrected
In Wednesday's Tacoma News Tribune there appeared a front page article about UPS's
new student body President John O'Melveny, entitled 'New UPS Student Head Denies
He's a Hippie.'
In speaking with John these two points were clarified:
"I was mystified by the title since we spent a total of 20 seconds discussing the now
non-existent hippie movement."
The second point is that the last sentence of the story in the TNT reads "He said he
forsees no problems on UPS campus." This was taken out of context and was in reference
to the lack of problems in getting speakers on campus due to an open speakers' policy.

erman
Tauern

Arabian physician named Abulcasis.

1920 Jefferson
MA 7-9383

EXPERT
WORKMANSHIP

German Food
IMPORT BEER AND
WINES

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR
2703 - 6th Avenue

Here Comes:
'da Fudge'

Dance to
ACCORDIONIST

LARRY DIEDE
Tuesday - Thursday - Friday
Saturday Nights

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

Artist and Lectures in
cooperation with Concerts
West of Seattle will present
the Vanilla Fudge in concert Tuesday, April 8, at
7 p.m. in the University of
Puget Sound Fieldhouse.
Tickets for the concert
will be sold March 24
through March 28 in the
Student Center. Cost for
students and faculty will be
$1.00 per ticket with a limit
of 2 per activity card.

The first known practitioner of
dentistry was an 11th century

'Vanilla Fudge'-m-m-m

Take

GlillDEFISOn

Part-

jetzwij

Complete
The Trail
Housing Poll

764 BROADWAY

527 PINE STREET

TACO MA
BRoadway 2 - 4295

SEATTLE
MA 4 - 1531

You Can Never Get Too Much of a Good Thing . . .

The super, slim fitting ivy
slacks, A-1 SPRINTS, are
ready for spring action.
Solids and patterns in a
great new selection of
spring colors. They
never need ironing.

$8.00 to $10.00

FI •
With TV or Stereo Systems by Packard Bell
"College-oriented DISCOUNT Prices"

Parker Electric Co.
3521 6th Avenue (6th & Union)
SK 2-4992
Show your ASB card for special Student Savings

SPRINTS'
cepoot

BERNIE'S
Tacoma Mall
ALSO SOUTH CENTER, UNIVERSITY DISTRICT, SEATTLE
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The Orgasm of Rush by Ralf McEwen
Cigarette? Oh, you don't smoke (queer).

• The Vice-Man Comes

ACTU Sponsors
Civil-Liberty
Open Forum
It is not until his civil liber-

ties are jeopardized that the individual takes cognizance of what
has heretofore been largely taken for granted. It is the very
complacency with which these
civil liberties are taken for granted which constitutes their most
parvasive threat.
The preservation of one's civil

The Orgasm of Rush
Well, okay,
you bet young man,
right this way (to
the circus)
What's your name,
well, that's real swell,
meet my Brother (I
guess) and do sit down.
So, clown to
the basement, upstairs
we go, see the new
furniture, arranged
iust so. What's that?
Where are the study
rooms? Oh, not here
no sir (What a turkey)
We just have fun here.

How about a beer?
Don't drink either.
(My God) Come, come

Vie proctor
jipuse ikettaurant

along the path of
pure iov, my boy.
Will you iov in us?

tive, dynamic process which
strives to meet all potential
threats to liberty, regardless of
superficial triviality. Vigilance
becomes the key to this process,

(The orgasm) Will

performing a "watchdog" function
with regards to the constitution.

Ralf McEwen
Pension Suisse
Via Gregoriana 56, Rome

Breaded Veal — Seafood — Steaks

Yale won its third straight national intercollegiate water polo
championship defeating Cornell
University.

ervation of these basic civil liberties, that they will be maintained.

Mick Kelleher was UPS top
hitter last season sporting a .361
average, while Rich Hand posted
a 6-2 won lost record.

of the American Civil Liberties
Union takes pleasure in presenting an "Open Forum on Civil
Liberties" with the primary function of providing information on
the basic civil liberties of an
American. This is the role of
the ACLU in a free society, and
finally the role of the Supreme

will hit California on April 5,
1969. San Francisco and Los

r STUDIO
MOTOR
INN
Across the Street from

TONY'S
BARBER SHOP
•
TONY —RAY —KEN
Props.
38141/2 North 26th

Court. If this forum provokes
further creative thought and reflection on the problems involved,

World–famous Universal City Studios

ocean. At the same time,
somewhere in the world, the
lost continent of Atlantis will
rise.

University of Denver ice hockey team has won 34 straight
games on home ice since last
being beaten by North Dakota
in 1966.

It is with this active vigilance
in mind that the student chapter

Astrologers have predicted
that a catastrophic earthquake

The earthquake may or may
not happen. Atlantis may or
may not arise. In any case,
get your heads in the right
place for anything by listening to Sweet Rolls, Juggernaut
and Peace, in concert, Friday,
April 4 at the old Tacoma Elks
ballroom, 7th and Broadway.
Robin Sherwood, formerly of
KOL-FM, will host the festivities of Atlantis and the
Lysergic Lyte Co. will make
colors and other pretty things.
Doors open at 7 p.m., concert
from 8 p.m. till 1 a.m. Advance
tickets at the Bon Marche and
the Blue Velvet Conspiracy.

MA 71121

2514 No. Proctor SK 9-9076

Angeles will slide into the

It is only through a tradition of
precedents, functional to the pres-

Ruebens — Clubs — Soups — Chili
Chowder — Hamburgers — Roasts

HAIL ATLANTIS!

8 ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

French Dips — Monte Cristo's

I don't think he's one of us.

I College Briefs I

AMBULANCE

Lunch—Snacks—Dinner

you join us for a
cup of foolish us?
It's so much funnvness.
Now goodbye Brother. (What a turkey)

and is strongly augmented by the
American Civil Liberties Union,

OR

Will you joyin us?

liberties cannot be a passive affair, but rather, must be an ac-

YELLOW CAB

100 AIR-CONDITIONED ROOMS
HEATED SWIMMING POOL - PATIO
23° COLOR TV • AM-FM RADIO
ROOM PHONES • BEAUTY SALON
LIQUOR STORE • DRY CLEANER
• RESTAURANT
COFFEE SHOP
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
For comfort and the best in luxury come visit
with us. We're only minutes from the varied
attractions that only Hollywood can offer.
IN THE HEART
OF THE
ENTERTAINMENT
CAPITAL

AMEX. DINERS • MASTER CHARGE
CARTE BLANCHE•BANKAMERICARD
Member of
American Hotel Association

Call

or Write for Confirmed Reservations-(213)766-9581

4055 lankershim Blvd.

N O RT H HOLLYWOODI
CALIFORNIA

it will have been successful.
The subjects for discussion will
include freedom of speech, assembly, religion, due process, fair
trial, as well as academic freedom and a consideration of the
concept of equality. Faculty participants will consist of Professors Annis, Heppe, Ristvet, and
Scott. Questions are strongly
urged.
The program takes place

,414
Newest in California!
overlooking SAN FRANCISCO

on

Tuesday, March 25 at 3:00 in
MC 006.

CLAREMONT CABANA CLUB -

Automobiles in 1965 continued
to be the most dangerous type of
transportation.

IN THE VALLEY OF THE SUN

PHOENIX ARIZONA

internationally known winter

The
University Players
Are a Bunch of
Thespians!

resort. Stable

—fine string of riding horses. Swimming
Pools. Playground for children. Complete
recreation area including tennis courts.
Planned entertainment . . . Chuck Wagon
Picnics, Moonlight Rides, Dancing, etc.
Superb Cuisine. Cocktail Lounge. Golf
facilities at Valley Club. Spacious, luxury
accommodations. American Plan - Open
December 15 to May 1.
For Information and Reservations, please contact
JOKAKE INN, 6000 E. Came'back Road,
Phoenix, Arizona . . . or .
DIAL DIRECT -Area Code 602, WHitney 5-6301

THE BIG 9

Big, full Olympic-size pool

The Bay area's only resort hotel - 20 min.
from San Francisco. 22 acre glamorous

2. Special

garden setting with breathtol, ing views of

i. Rainbow trout

Bray area. Accommodations are the ulti-

children's safety pool
pond
Golf privileges at nearby golf clubs

mate in modern luxury. Dine in elegant

Beautiful diving boards,

splendor at moderate prices. Famous

plus Versailles fountoin

Terrace lounge. Climate ideal for holidays

Poolside dining, beverage, snacIr bor

any title of the year. I 20O- orFREE porl,

-

lag lot. European Plan...Moderate Rotes.
Write, wire or call for Reservations

Tennis Courts
Gym, massage, and health club
Relaxing, modern Sauna baths

or for further information. Contact MURRAY LE HR, Managing Director

Telephone: ( 4151 843 -3000

Teletype: 415 - 891 - 9302

}h
i
efhe

409J7120411elr alei

Claremont d Ashby Avenues,

OAKLAND/ BERKELEY/CALIFORNIA
I
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ENTER NOW

WIN GREAT BOOKS
FREE DRAWING
For Readers of Tbe Pug et Rpounb

rait

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA'S
200th Anniversary Celebration
•
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WIN
Here's the famous "Master Library" of 443

A COMPLETE 54-VOLUME SET OF

GREAT BOOKS
THE MOST ENTERTAINING AUTHORS AND MOST INFLUENTIAL THINKERS OF ALL TIME!

medicine, psychology, religion and govern-

great works by 74 authors who shaped the

ment. And what makes this superb collection

civilization we live in . the greatest writers

so valuable is the amazing SYNTOPICON,

and most influential thinkers of all time!

developed by 75 dedicated scholars who la-

BOOKS, THE $1,000,000

Freud, Darwin, Homer, Rabelais, Shakespeare,

bored 8 years to put all the powerful ideas of

SYNTOPICON

Milton, Machiavelli, Karl Marx, and many

the world's greatest minds at your fingertips

more! When you win you'll find these are

in seconds! The SYN'TOPICON directs you

the significant books everyone wishes they had

like an arrow to the exact page and paragraph

read! Books that inspire, entertain, further

where you find what every one of the great

your success, give you the powerful ideas that

writers said about the topic you're interested

Lie behind our modern concepts of science,

in. Enter your name today!

INCLUDES THE KEY
TO THE GREAT

The unique SYNTOPICON
unlocks the wisdom and
knowledge of the Great Books. Let's say you
wanted to explore the idea of "wealth." The
SYNTOPICON directs you like an arrow to the
exact page and paragraph where each of the
authors wrote about "wealth" ... or any one of
1,001 other topics. No need to search through
entire volumes.

Register Now

MAIL THIS ENTRY FORM TODAY

Clip Out and Mail
This Coupon Today
YOUR ENTRY MUST BE POSTMARKED
NO LATER THAN FRIDAY,
April 4th, 1969

FOR READERS OF

Zile Pug et

*nub Trail

TO:
1500 North warner — Box 105
Tacoma, Washington 9.8416

Please register me in your 200th Anniversary Celebration
Free Drawing. No cost. No obligation.
Name

Winner Will Be Notified Within 10 Days
And Published in

Zig Pug et Silpounb Trutt

DON'T MISS OUT— ENTER TODAY

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone No.
Signature
Winners names furnished on request. Void where prohibited.

